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Abstract
This paper aims at investigating the evolution of stresses in parts manufactured through
large area maskless photopolymerization (LAMP). A theoretical model was established to
understand the curing process for LAMP and a finite element analysis was performed to model
the dynamic evolution of stresses during the layer-by-layer fabrication process using Abaqus
software. This model serves to suggest strategies for reducing stresses, part warpage, and crack
development in parts made through LAMP.
Introduction
Large Area Maskless Photopolymerization (LAMP) is a direct digital manufacturing
technology that can build three-dimensional objects layer-by-layer with both high speed and fine
feature resolution. A schematic of the LAMP process being developed by the direct digital
manufacturing (DDM) laboratory at Georgia Tech is shown in Fig 1. The core part of LAMP
system is the spatial light modulator (SLM), which is a digital micro-mirror device (DMD). It is an
optical chip with more than 1.3 million mirrors which can be turned on or off according to the color
(white or black) of pixels in the corresponding bitmap image. A UV source is used to project light
onto the DMD and expose the photocurable ceramic-loaded liquid resin according to the input
image. The optical imaging head, with the UV lamp and DMD inside, moves in a serpentine path
and raster scans the building area. Using this exposure mechanism, LAMP can realize massively
parallel scanning lithography and its patterning speed is much higher than the traditional
stereolithography in which only one single beam is used for scanning.
In industry, extremely complex interior cooling passages of turbine airfoils are usually
produced by investment casting, which typically involves the creation of over thousand tools
needed for fabricating the cores, patterns, mold, and setters. The DDM group in Georgia Tech is
using the LAMP process to produce the integral ceramic cored molds directly. In this way, the
production rate, casting yield and costs can be improved dramatically when compared to the
conventional investment casting procedures. Therefore, direct digital manufacturing using LAMP
is a kind of technology that disrupts the current state-of-the-art investment casting process, not only
in the manufacturing of airfoils but also in many other applications involved complex components.
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Figu
ure 1. Schem
matic illustrration of Georgia Tech’’s LAMP m
machine
This paper maiinly focusess on studyinng the evoluution of internal stresses in a part bbeing built
t quality oof the parts
through the LAMP process. Reesidual stresss can have a significant effect on the
The residuall stress in LA
AMP parts
by induccing defectss such as distortion, craccks and delaamination. T
results from
f
the diffferent degreees of shrinnkage in seqquentially exxposed layerrs. The conttraction of
each currrently expoosed layer w
will tend to pproduce flexxure of the laayers solidiffied previouusly. Thus,
the deveelopment off residual sttress is stronngly influennced by processing histtory. The obbjective of
this papper is to innvestigate thhe mechaniisms of strress evolutioon so as too infer straategies for
alleviatiing residual stresses andd improvingg part qualityy.
Th
heoretical m
model
nt Moduluss
1. Curre Dependen
Thiis model ddescribes thhe relation between thhe conversiion degree (α) of resiin and its
mechaniical propertties. For thhe ceramic particle loaded resin composite used in LAMP, the
mechaniical propertties are isottropic and the
t Poissonn’s ratio (ν) is assumedd constant. The resin
moduluss is stronglyy cure depenndent, influennced by the kinetic-visccoelastic intteractions suuccessfully
modeledd by Dillmaan and Sefeeris [1]. Hoowever, thiss rigorous model
m
requiires the evaaluation of
several kkinetic and viscoelasticc parameterrs which neeed extensivee experimenntal data. Thherefore, a
more coonvenient α--mixing rulee model [2, 3] is used hhere to get tthe cure deppendent moddulus. The
instantanneous isotrropic resin modulus, ddenoted E0, is expressed expliciitly as a fuunction of
conversiion degree α
α:

E0 = (1 − α ) Eα 0 + α Eα 1 + γα (1 − α )(( Eα 1 − Eα 0 )

(1)

Where Eα0 and Eαα1 are the Y
Young’s m
moduli of unncured (α=00) and fullly cured (α
α=1) resin,
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respectively. The parameter γ (-1<γ<1) is introduced to quantify the competing mechanisms
between stress relaxation and chemical hardening [1]. Increasing γ will make the modulus increase
more rapidly at a relatively low conversion degree. In this paper, a zero value of γ is used for the
simulation.
The material used in LAMP is silica particles loaded resin composite. The effective bulk
modulus of this composite can be derived according to the self-consistent method [4], shown
in equation (2).
K = K0 +

c1 ( K1 − K 0 )(3K + 4 μ )
3K1 + 4 μ

(2)

Where K0 and K1 are the bulk moduli of matrix (resin) and inhomogeneity (particle) respectively.
̅ is the effective shear modulus of composite and c1 is the concentration of particles loading.
The particles can be considered rigid compared to resin, thus we obtain:

K=

3K 0 + 4c1μ
3(1 − c1 )

̅ can be expressed as a function of
considered as constant here.

(3)

and the effective Poisson’s ratio ν, which is

μ=

3K (1 − 2ν )
2(1 + ν )

(4)

Substitute into equation (3), we obtain:
K=

1 +ν
K0
1 + ν − 3c1 + 3ν c1

(5)

The relation between bulk modulus and Young’s modulus can be expressed as:
K=

E0
E
, K 0=
3(1 − 2ν )
3(1 − 2ν )

(6)

Make use of equations (5) and (6), we obtain the effective Young’s modulus of composite as a
function of resin’s modulus E0, effective Poisson’s ratio ν and particles concentration c1.
E=

1 +ν
E0
1 +ν − 3c1 + 3ν c1

(7)

It can be seen that the effective modulus is proportional to resin’s modulus. So, the effective
modulus of the composite is also related to the conversion degree α of resin.

E = (1 − α ) Eα 0 + α Eα 1 + γα (1 − α )( Eα 1 − Eα 0 )

(8)

Equation (8) is similar with (1), but here , ∝ , ∝ are moduli of the composite, not resin.
The experimental data obtained from tensile testing according to ASTM D638 is shown in
Table 1.
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Properties
Value
0.829
(MPa)
∝
829
∝ (MPa)
ν
0.437
Table 1. Mechanical properties of acrylic-based composite
Here the modulus of uncured composite is chosen arbitrarily small due to the negligible stiffness.
2. Cure Dependent Shrinkage
This model proposes a theoretical relationship between the shrinkage strain and degree of
conversion. The volumetric shrinkage occurring during LAMP process is related to the
photopolymerization mechanism. The linkage of small monomer units produces large polymer
chains and the corresponding intermolecular spacing is reduced from Van der Waals distance
(~104Å) to covalent bond (C=C) lengths (~ 1 Å). This results in density changes and thus bulk
contraction in the cured resin, which accumulates as the part is fabricated layer-by-layer. Thus, the
volumetric shrinkage is a direct measure of the number of covalent bonds formed (degree of
conversion) and an exact semi empirical relationship can be derived. Experimentally, the volume
change per mole of acrylate groups (C=C) is 22.5cm3/mol [5] when acrylate monomer is
polymerized. For a general case of multiacrylates with ceramic filler particles, the volumetric
shrinkage value can be estimated through the following equation [6]:
Σ (f χ )
ΔV
FL
(%) = 22.5 × α i i i ρ mix × (1 −
) × 100
Σ i ( M mi χ i )
V
100

(9)

Where fi is the functionality of monomer (i), χi is mole fraction of monomer (i), Mmi is molecular
weight of monomer (i) and ρmix is the density of the mixture.
For the material system used in LAMP, the values of above parameters are shown in Table 2.
Components
Hexanediol diacrylate, HDDA
Ethoxylated Penta erythryitol
tetra acrylate, EPETA
Filler (ceramic powder)

fi
2
4

Mmi
226
528

ρ(g/cm3)
1.02
1.12

v/o (%)
3.4
31

w/o (%)
18.6
2.3

2.2

FL=55

72

χi
.95
.05

ρmix(g/cm3)
1.68

Table 2. Data of the material system
Assuming a uniform strain contraction for all principle strain components and considering the
volumetric strain to be smaller than 10 percent, the value of linear shrinkage strain is approximately
one third of the volumetric shrinkage value. Thus the linear shrinkage strain εT can be expressed as:
1
3

ε T = × 22.5 × α

Σi ( fi χ i )
FL
) × 100
ρ mix × (1 −
100
Σi ( M mi χ i )
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(10)

3. Prin
nt-through Mediated IIncrementaal Curing
Duue to the ligght penetration throughh upper layeers, almost all of the layers,
l
exceept for the
topmostt ones, are iincrementally cured as subsequentt layers aboove them arre being expposed. For
each layyer, this prinnt-through pphenomenonn will keep ooccurring foor several tiimes. Fig 2. [6] shows
the increeasing proceess of conveersion degreee versus thhe layers expposed abovee it in LAM
MP process.
The expperiments were conductted with diff
fferent photooinitiators cooncentrationns and expoosure time.
The botttom layer off samples with
w differennt layers aboove it was annalyzed throough FTIR.

Figu
ure 2. Convversion in thhe bottom laayer vs. num
mber of expoosures abovee the bottom
m layer
Prinnt-through results
r
in goood layer-too-layer bondding. Howevver, additionnal curing duue to light
penetrattion at the boottom layer from severral layers above results in accumulaation of inteernal
stresses and warping of the fabrricated part.. It can be seeen from thee figure above that withh 0.43% IR
184, thee conversionn degree will continuously increasee for about 4 print-throuugh exposurres, while
with 0.775% IR 819,, the converrsion degreee will increase up to 7 exposures. T
This paper w
will show
how these two diffeerent print-thhrough curvves would afffect the acccumulation of internal stress.
s
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4. Depth Profilingg of A Singgle Layer
Printt-through diiscussed aboove gives thhe conversioon degree off each layer during one exposure,
which acctually is thhe average value
v
in one layer. How
wever, due too Lambert-B
Beer’s law oof
absorptiion, converssion degree m
s
layer. In this
more or lesss is a functioon of depth through a single
study, saample was ssliced everyy 25μm using microtom
me and the sllices were chharacterizedd through
Fourier Transformss Infrared (F
FTIR). Resuults were shoown in Fig 33.

Fig 3. Deepth profile of curing cconversion inn one layer
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Thiss figure show
ws that the cconversion degree doessn’t change much for ouur material system. In
the simuulation, eachh layer has ffour elemennts in the verrtical directiion and thesse four elem
ments are
assignedd 101.9%, 101.9%, 99.44%, 96.8% oof the averaage conversiion degree respectively
r
y.
Sim
mulation Meethod
ABQUS. Usser subroutines UFIELD
D and
The finite elemeent analysiss was conduucted using A
D were usedd to define the
t conversion degree fiield, so as too make the m
modulus deppendent on
USDFLD
this fieldd, and realizze the print--through proocess and deepth profilinng. Another user subrouutine
UEXPA
AN was usedd to make the shrinkage strain as a ffunction of cconversion degree.
d
Moddel change
commannd in ABQU
US was usedd to remove and reactivvate the elem
ments of eacch layer, so as
a to
simulatee the layer-bby-layer mannufacturing process. Eleement type C3D20 (20--node quadrratic brick)
was maiinly used beecause of itss good precision in simuulating stresss concentraation scenariio.
Howeveer, a few of C
C3D8 (8-noode linear brrick) and C33D8R (8-noode linear brrick, reducedd
integratiion) elemennts are also uused in somee special possitions to avvoid serious distortion oof element.
The messhing seed size
s along thhe part buildding directioon is one fouurth of layerr thickness and the
general aspect ratioo of element is about thrree.
Results and Disccussion
M group in Georgia Tech is using L
LAMP proccess to develop a new w
way for fabriicating the
DDM
airfoils m
mold. The trrailing edgee, where manny tiny holes exist for cooling purppose, is alwaays the part
easy to bbe cracked oor delaminaated (Fig 4.). On the parrt built throuugh LAMP process, thee area with
dense hooles is very likely
l
to be highly stresss concentratted. Therebyy structures with holes aare mainly
analyzedd in this papper.

Fig 4. a. CAD moddel of airfoiils mold

bb. ailfoils moold built by LAMP

c.. cracked traailing edge

mparison off different p
print-throu
ugh effect
1. Com
In orrder to comppare the effeect of differeent print-thrrough curvess (0.43% IR
R184, 60ms and
a 0.75%
IR8119, 25ms in Fig 2.) on tthe evolution of residuaal stress during the LAM
MP process.. A
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simpplified unit m
model was pproposed for simulationn, as shown in Fig 5. It iis a square bboard with
a hole in the cennter and twoo side surfacces of the booard are fixeed to surrouundings.

Fig 5. C
Center-hole uunit model
Duee to the symm
metric geom
metry, half of
o the modell was analyzzed. Two prrint-throughh curves
were useed for simullation and thhe corresponnding resultts are shownn in Fig. 6 ~ 8.

Fig 6. Residual Mises stresss after fabriication, LAM
MP process modeling w
with print-thhrough of 4
exposuress (0.43% IR
R184, 60ms))
It caan be seen frrom the figuure above thhat corner iss easy to beccome stress concentration area in
LAMP bbuilt part. Inn particular, the most boottom corneer (corresponnding node number N330) around
the hole and the botttom corner (N420) whhere boundarry conditionns applied poossess the laargest
stresses (130MPa). These posittions are whhere crack annd delaminaation tend too initiate. Thhe initiated
will always propagate
p
along the interface betw
ween two layyers becausee the interlam
minar
cracks w
stresses are relativeely large while the mechhanical strenngth is weakk.
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Fig 77. Residual Mises stress after fabriication, LAM
MP process modeling with
w print-thhrough of 7
exposurres (0.75% IR819,
I
25m
ms)
In thhe other casee where prinnt-through llasts for 7 exxposures, Fiig 7. presennts similar reesidual
stress diistribution aas Fig 6. How
wever, the llargest valuee of von Miises stress iss smaller (1111MPa).
For the four streess concentrration positiions markedd in Fig 6. annd 7, the evvolutions of the von
Mises sttress versus number of layers expoosed are plottted in Fig 88.

Fig 8. Evolutioon of the noddal value off von Mises stress at 4 sstress conceentration possitions for
two diffferent print--through proocesses (priint-through11: 4 exposurres, print-thrrough2: 7 exxposures)
Althhough the prrint–throughh 1 phenomenon is thatt each layer can continuuously cure and
contractt for up to 4 exposures, it can be seeen that in booth print-thrrough casess, the residuaal stresses
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increasee for about 7 exposures and then appproximate a constant vvalue. Thus, for each layyer the
cumulattive internal stress will nnot change after 6 layerrs are built aabove. Fig 8.
8 also show
ws that
print-thrrough 1 withh IR184 cauuses the inteernal stress tto increase ffaster than the
t case of
print-thrrough 2 withh IR819. Thhis is due to the fact thaat for print-thhrough 1 thhe two neighhboring
layers haave larger difference
d
off conversionn degree andd thus can acccumulate m
more stress. The lower
non-unifformity in thhe conversioon as a resullt of UV lighht penetratioon in the casse of IR 8199 is also an
indicativve of its deeeper curing capability
c
annd lower abbsorption cooefficient.
2. Effeect of the strructure con
nfiguration
n
LA
AMP is a layyer-by-layerr manufacturring processs in which thhe internal stresses
s
of a part
evolve continuously
c
y. Since the building diirection of ppart is verticcal to each laayer and connstrained
shrinkagge occurs paarallel to thee layer surfaace, the evollution of strresses shouldd also in som
me sense
stronglyy depend on orientations and directtions, such as
a the relativve position among
a
holees and
constrainned boundaaries.
To study
s
the configuration effect for LAMP
L
built part, simulaations were still conduccted based
on a squuare board oof which twoo side surfacces are fixedd, just like tthe trailing eedge inside the airfoil
mold. Now
N we needd to add twoo holes on thhis board, thhe configuraation of thesse two holess should be
carefullyy designed tto minimizee the internaal stress prodduced durinng the layer--by-layer cuuring
process. The diameter of each hole
h is 0.6m
mm and the ssquare boarrd size is 2m
mm×2mm×0.4mm.
wo holes onn the diagonnal of the squuare. The m
modeling
The first configguration is too set these tw
results aare shown inn Fig 9.

a. Misess Stress
b. Dispplacement M
Magnitude
Fiig 9. 3-D Moodeling resuult of squaree board withh diagonal hholes
It ccan be seen tthat both the stress andd distortion aaround the bbottom-left hhole are largge while
values oof top-right hhole are preetty small. F
For the bottoom-left hole, the most sttress concenntrated
and distoorted positioons are the bbottom-righht corner, whhere close too the bottom
m bound of tthe square
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and the rright solid aarea. For thee top hole, thhe stress concentrated position
p
is the
t bottom-lleft corner
and the distorted areea is the left
ft border of the
t hole.
o
to see the effect oof the relativve position oof these twoo holes, we ffix the posittion of the
In order
bottom-left hole andd move the top hole to be just vertiical alignedd to the bottoom one. Thee
Fig 10.
modelinng results aree shown in F

a. Misess Stress
b. Dispplacement M
Magnitude
F
Fig 10. 3-D
D Modeling result
r
of squuare board w
with vertical alligned hooles at the leeft
It is found thatt both the vaalues of the largest stresss and the ddisplacemennt are a little bigger
than thoose in the diaagonal alignned case. Thhe stress conncentrated aand distortedd positions oof the
bottom hole
h are nott changed w
while the possitions of topp hole movee from its leeft to right. T
The figure
also shoows that streess concentrration area oof the top hoole is very cllose even geet touch witth the
bottom hole.
h
So, in the verticall direction, hholes shouldd not be too close to eacch other andd holes are
desired nnot to be aliigned verticcally. Also, the
t sizes of solid areas around the hhole shouldd be kept
similar aat different ddirections.

a. Misess Stress
Magnitude
b. Dispplacement M
Fig 11. 3-D M
Modeling reesult of squaare board wiith vertical aalligned holles at the center
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Figg 11. shows the modelinng result of the case whhere verticall aligned holes are movved to the
center of the squaree. The stressses are smaller than case 2, but the distortion aat the bottom
m becomes
even woorse.

a. Misess Stress
b. Dispplacement M
Magnitude
Fig 12. 3-D Modeliing result off square boaard with horrizontal alliggned holes
Figg 12 shows tthe modelinng result of tthe case wheere two holees are aligneed horizontaally.
Althouggh the positions of stress concentrattion and disstortion are not
n changedd, the valuess become
much less than the ffront cases. The compaarison resultts for the evoolutions of sstress and
displaceement at crittical positionns (bottom ccorner of hoole for stress and largesst value posiition for
displaceement) are pplot in Fig 133. and 14.

Fiig 13. Compparison for tthe evolutionns of stress at bottom ccorner (layerr3) in four ccases
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F
Fig 14. Com
mparison for the evolutioons of largeest displacem
ment (layer11) in four caases
where holes are alignedd
Obbviously, forr both stresss and distorttion, the connfiguration w
horizonttally has muuch smaller value than oother cases. For stress, cases in whhich holes arre aligned
diagonally and vertically (left) are the worrst. For distoortion, the ccase with verrtically aliggned holes
s
conceentration andd
(center) is the worstt. So we cann conclude tthat for decrreasing the stress
distortioon, horizontaal alignmennt of holes iss better wheen the spacinng is small aand the areaas around
the hole should be aas uniform aas possible. The positioon of hole shhould be farr away from
m the free
boundarries, especiaally the horizzontal ones,, to minimizze distortionn. Also, valuues of stresss and
distortioon increase rrapidly in 7 layers and bbecome stabble after aboout 10 layerrs. So it is beetter to
keep thee holes awayy from eachh other for att least 7 layeers verticallly.
Summaary and Conclusions
mechanical m
model for thee layer-by-layer
Thiis paper preesents theoreetical conceppts and a m
LAMP pprocess. Sim
mulations arre conductedd to study thhe effect of ddifferent priint-through
phenom
mena. For both 4 layers aand 7 layerss deep curinng, the stresss continues tto increase for 7
layers annd then becoomes constaant. The moost serious sttress concenntration occurs at the boottom
corner oof hole and ppossibly cauuses the initiiation of craack and delaamination. The
T effects of
o holes
configurration on strress and disttortion are sstudied throuugh simulattion of four cases. It is found
f
that
the case in which hooles are aliggned horizonntally has thhe smallest value
v
of streess and distoortion.
h
shouldd be avoidedd when spaccing is smalll. To minim
mize the
And the vertical aliggnment of holes
a uniform as
a possible so as to keeep the cure oof solid
distortioon, distributiion of holess should be as
area around the holee in a balanced state in some sensee. Also, the hhollow struccture is bettter to be
free boundarries to avoidd curl distorrtion. This work
w
is a funndamental study for
far awayy from the fr
understaanding the L
LAMP proceess and for pproviding sttrategies to reduce defeects such as cracks,
delaminnation and diimensional discrepancyy caused by stress concentrations aand distortioon. The
trailing eedge in the airfoil moldd built by LA
AMP is onee of the partss with most serious deffects.
Future w
work will bee conducted to model thhe stress evoolution in thhe trailing eddge.
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